To, Too, and Two

The words to, too, and two are homonyms. A homonym is a word that sounds like another word but has a different meaning.

to: used as a function word (We drove to the concert hall. Mother will add salt to the popcorn.)
too: also (I want to play too.) or overly (It is too big.)
two: a number (We have two dogs.)

Read the sentences below and write the correct word (to, too, or two) in the blanks.

1. My report is __________ pages long.
2. The teacher reads __________ her class.
3. We will go __________ the library tomorrow.
4. I play the piano __________.
5. Please take this package __________ the post office.
6. He ran __________ miles today.
7. He read that book __________.
8. The trunk is __________ heavy _________ carry by myself.
9. The veterinarian applied a patch __________ the turtle’s shell.
10. Please take the attendance __________ the office.
11. She earns __________ credits for each class she takes.
12. The plant has gotten __________ big for the pot.
13. The puppy likes __________ sleep on the pillow.
14. Will we have cake and ice cream __________?
15. There will be __________ shows today and one on Monday __________.
16. I am growing so fast that my shoes are getting __________ small.
17. Our cat likes __________ climb on the roof.
18. He received a perfect score on the last __________ tests!
19. The gardener will trim the trees __________.
20. Mike always adds blueberries __________ his cereal.
To, Too, and Two

The words to, too, and two are homonyms. A homonym is a word that sounds like another word but has a different meaning.

- to: used as a function word (We drove to the concert hall. Mother will add salt to the popcorn.)
- too: also (I want to play too.) or overly (It is too big.)
- two: a number (We have two dogs.)

Read the sentences below and write the correct word in the blank.

1. My report is two pages long.
2. The teacher reads to her class.
3. We will go to the library tomorrow.
4. I play the piano too.
5. Please take this package to the post office.
6. He ran two miles today.
7. He read that book too.
8. The trunk is too heavy to carry by myself.
9. The veterinarian applied a patch to the turtle’s shell.
10. Please take the attendance to the office.
11. She earns two credits for each class she takes.
12. The plant has gotten too big for the pot.
13. The puppy likes to sleep on the pillow.
14. Will we have cake and ice cream too?
15. There will be two shows today and one on Monday too.
16. I am growing so fast that my shoes are getting too small.
17. Our cat likes to climb on the roof.
18. He received a perfect score on the last two tests!
19. The gardener will trim the trees too.
20. Mike always adds blueberries to his cereal.